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Enhancing Creative and Innovative
Teaching Skills Through Training

and Observation

21 – 25 November
2022 Casalnuovo
di Napoli , ITALY



TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRI
DAY

09.30-
11.00

Arrival of teachers
according to the
different flight times
at Capodichino
Naples airport and
accommodation at
Hotel Palace Salgar
and Le torri
Aragonesi

Arrival at school

Welcome to the
auditorium with
greetings from the
headmistress,
concert with flutes and
presentation of the
Erasmus corners

Arrival at school

TPM by Project
coordinators.

Evaluation of lesson
plans and video
records by teachers in
groups

Arrival at school

General evaluation
of LTT

Greetings and
delivery of
certificates.
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13.00 School visit and
Observation of a
classroom lesson with
teacher who uses
innovative methods.
The lesson will take
place in a 3rd class.

School visit and
Observation of a
classroom lesson with
teacher who uses
innovative methods.
The lesson will take
place in a 3rd class.

- Visit to the
archaeological
site of Pompeii

13.00-
14.00

Lunch and Break Lunch and Break Lunch and Break

14.30-
17.00

Introduction and
presentation of the
contents of the R.E.C.
(Relational and
Emotional
Competences) method,
the aim of which is
development of
relational and
emotional competences
in teachers and
students, greater
self-awareness.

- Introduce myself:
from the yarn to the
network

- Prisms and mirrors
- Meeting to

understand each
other

Good practices:

- Hold and share circle

- Role playing and
simulation about
relationship

- Walk along
the Sorrento
coast

17.00-
17.30

17.30-
19.00

Break Break Break



19.00-
21.00

Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner



Travel Info

Casalnuovo di Napoli is an Italian municipality of 46,724 inhabitantsi n the metropolitan city of
Naples in Campania.
Built in 1448 near the ancient church of Santa Maria dell'Arcora, owned by the municipality of Afragola
in the 17th century, it was enfeoffed by Ferdinand I of Aragon to Angelo Cuomo. It suffered
severe damage in the 1980 earthquake.
In the oldest area is the church of Santa Maria dell'Arcora, known as 'della Putechella': it looks like a
small temple in classical style. In Licignano is the 18th-19th century Palazzo Lancillotti. The municipal
capital stands on the ruins of Archora, one of the villages that had given rise to the neighbouring town
of Afragola. The climate is typically Mediterranean, characterised by very hot summers and not very
cold winters.

HOW
TO GET NAPLES AND CASALNUOVO DI NAPOLI

● Only 15 km from Casalnuovo di Napoli there is the International Airport of

“Capodichino” that offers links with different cities. You can arrive taking a bus

from     different bus stops the journey takes 1h and it costs around 5/6 euros, a taxi the

journey takes 9 minutes and it costs around 10 euros.

● Only 7km from Naples there is the International Airport of “Capodichino” that offers
links

with different cities. You can arrive taking a shuttle bus called Alibus, which leaves outside



the arrivals area every day of the year, with frequencies varying between 10 and 25

minutes, it costs around 5/6 euros; a taxi the journey takes 9 minutes and it costs around

15 euros. An alternative to public transport are private or shared transfers. These are

operated by car or minivan, depending on the service chosen, and will be ready to meet

you when you land, without you having to worry about departure times. They offer the

great convenience of taking you directly to your destination.

https://www.aeroporto.net/aeroporto-napoli/collegamenti-aeroporto-napoli/

https://www.aeroporto.net/aeroporto-napoli/collegamenti-aeroporto-napoli/


Accommodation info

For the accommodation we can suggest a couple of hotels that we know and that we believe

are optimal quality / price.

You can book directly from the website:

- RAMA PALACE HOTEL

info@ramahotel.it

-HOTEL SALGAR
.
https://www.google.it/search?q=palazzo+salgar+napoli&client=safari&channel=ipad_bm&sxsrf=ALiCz
saBdfpKLZunhvYLR5Pvd30APe

You can take any other Hotel in Booking that suits you and is better for you, always looking for

CASALNUOVO  DI NAPOLI.



How to reach ALDO MORO SCHOOL

Address: Via Pigna, 103 – 80013 Casalnuovo di Napoli ( NA )

Address Link :
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Via+Pigna,+103,+80013+Casalnuovo+di+Napoli+NA/@40.
9124761,14.3556062,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x133ba91621846391:0x8498610455cfffb
6!8m2!3d40.9124761!4d14.3556062

The best and easiest way to reach our school in  Casalnuovo is to take the Circumvesuviana

train on the Baiano line with the Talona stop. The stations for the Circumvesuviana are the

Porta Nolana station and the Garibaldi station, which are 9 minutes from the Palace Salgar

hotel and 4 minutes from the Le torri Aragonesi hotel.



Suggestion for cultural visits

Our programme includs a visit to the archaeological site of Pompeii with a tour guide. It is a magical

place to immerse yourself in. Also to round off the fabulous tour, a short distance away is Sorrento,

where we will stop for refreshments and a walk through the characteristic streets of this town. I will

give details of costs in the next few days.


